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The floating Castle, Aincrad.

Virtual Reality
Virtual Reality games, 

like Sword Art Online, require special 

headgear, Like the NerveGear. The 

headgear intercepts the brainwaves 

of the user, not only stopping them 

from moving in real life, but moving 

them  in the game.

The NerveGear

Virtual reality helmet

 Plot SummaryIn the near future, a Virtual Reality Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (VRMMORPG) called Sword Art Online has been released where players control their avatars with their bodies using a piece of technology called Nerve Gear. One day, players discover they cannot log out, as the game creator is holding them captive unless they reach the 100th floor of the game’s tower 
and defeat the final boss. However, if they die 
in the game, they die in real life. Their struggle 
for survival starts now...

Sword art Online isAvailable to watchon:Crunchyroll.com

 
Main Character

Nickname: Kirito

Real Name: Kirigaya Kazuto

Age: 14-16
«Kirito was born on October 7, 2008. After his 

parents died in an accident, his aunt and uncle raised 

him as a son. As a result of his aunts influence as an 

editor for a computer systems magazine, he became 

enveloped by computers.»

«Kirito is a very skilled programmer and he even 

built a computer during elementary school. At 

the age of ten, he found his erased records in the 

national registry.»

«Kirito was accepted into the closed beta of the VR 

(Virtual Reality) game known as Sword Art Online. 

Only 1000 people were accepted.»

Btooom!- Ryouta Sakamoto suddenly finds himself transported from playing Btoom!, A hit video game, to being stranded on a island, equipped with a day’s worth of provisions, a bag of bombs, and a crystal embedded in his left hand. It doesn’t take long to figure out what’s going on, Someone is attempting to recreate Btoom! In real life, and the island has been filled with other players. There’s only one way off the island: kill seven other people before they kill you.Accel World-The year is 2046. Haruyuki Arita is a young boy who finds himself on the lowest social rungs of his school. Ashamed of his miserable life, Haruyuki can only cope by indulging in virtual games. But that all changes when Kuroyukihime, the most popular girl in school, introduces him to a program called Brain Burst and a virtual reality called the Accel World.
Log Horizon-By its eleventh expansion pack, the massively multiplayer Online role-playing game Elder Tale has become a global success, having a following of millions of players. However, during the release of its twelfth expansion pack, thirty thousand gamers who are all logged on at the time of the update, suddenly find themselves transported inside the game world and donning their in-game avatars.

Mirai Nikki (The Future Diary)-This psychological thriller is about Yuki, a loner who’s not very good with people. He prefers to write a diary on his cell phone and talk to his imaginary friend, Deus Ex Machina. However, Yuki soon learns that Deus is not imaginary when he makes Yuki participate in a12 man battle royale. The contestants are given diaries that can predict the future, each diary possessing unique features..Hack//sign-A young wavemaster, only known by the alias of Tsukasa, wakes up in an MMORPG called The World, with slight amnesia. In The World, he is suspected to be a hacker of the Crimson Knights, as he was seen accompanying a tweaked character in the form of a cat. Unable to log out from the game, he wanders around looking for answers, avoiding the knights and other players he meets along the way.
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D-Mail
D-Mail, Short 

for DeLorian Mail, Is email that gets sent 
into the past. It does this by having a 

cell phone linked to a microwave, then 
when a text is sent ,after a large energy 

explosion, a text is sent into the past in multiple parts. 
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D-Mail

Main Character
 Plot Summary

Mirai Nikki (The Future Diary)-This psychological 

thriller is about Yuki, a loner who’s not very good with people. He prefers to write 

a diary on his cell phone and talk to his imaginary friend, Deus Ex Machina. 

However, Yuki soon learns that Deus is not imaginary when he makes Yuki 

participate in a12 man battle royale. The contestants are given diaries that can 

predict the future, each diary possessing unique features.

Toki wo Kakeru Shoujo-Time travel... It can be used for 

the good of humanity, or just abused. While many may dream about obtaining 

such a power, it has become a reality for normal schoolgirl Konno Makoto. After 

a fated event, her life becomes extraordinary. Though she uses her power to 

literally “leap” into the past and change little things in order to make her life 

easier, she soon learns that changing the past can have drastic consequences.

Higurashi no Naku Koro ni-After moving into the quiet 

town of Hinamizawa, Maebara Keiichi spends his days blissfully in school often 

playing games with his local friends. However, appearances can be deceiving. 

One fateful day, Keiichi stumbles upon news of a murder that had occurred in 

Hinamizawa. From this point on, horrific events unfold in front of Keiichi, as he 

soon learns his close friends may not be all that they seem. 

Suzumiya Haruhi no Shoushitsu-It is December, and 

SOS Brigade chief Haruhi Suzumiya announces that the Brigade is going to 

hold a party in their clubroom. The brigade members Kyon, Yuki Nagato, Mikuru 

Asahina and Itsuki Koizumi start preparing everything for the party. But later, 

Kyon arrives at school to find that Haruhi is missing. Not only that, but Mikuru 

claims she has never known Kyon before. 

NHK ni Youkoso!-Satou Tatsuhiro, 22 years old, thinks that 

everything that happens around him is a conspiracy. He even figured out who 

is behind it all: The NHK, an evil secret company. In reality, he is nothing more 

than a NEET (Not in Employment, Education or Training),in need of a cure 

from that “disease”. He wants to fix himeself up, but getting a job is frightening 

enough for him. That is until he gets selected for a “project”.

D-Mail, Short 
for DeLorian Mail, Is email that gets sent 

into the past. It does this by having a 
cell phone linked to a microwave, then 
when a text is sent ,after a large energy 

explosion, a text is sent into the past in multiple parts. 

Steins;Gate is about a group of friends who 

formed a lab group together. This lab group 

creates many different “Future Gadgets” each 

having its own purpose. One of the gadgets 

was created when they accidently customized 

their microwave into a device that can send 

text messages to the past. As they perform 

different experiments, an organization named 

SERN, who has been doing their own research 

on time travel, tracks them down and now the 

characters have to find a way to avoid being 

captured by them.

Nickname: Hououin KyoumaReal Name: Rintarou Okabe
Age: 18«He and Itaru are both students of Tokyo Electronics University, and have been friends for  

three years.»«Rintarou runs the “Future Gadget Laboratory”, a small research institution situated above a store. It is an area where the lab creates “Future Gadgets for the betterment of mankind”.»«Rintarou has always been close friends with the second Lab Member and co-founder of the “Future Gadget Lab”, his childhood friend Mayuri, he made a vow to protect her from harm when they were 
young.»
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